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Figure 1: The phases of information placement from left to right. First a corpus of existing player traces from play testing is used to calculate the surface information value and local observation densities, then information artifacts are placed in areas of desired information value, and finally new players interact in the new environments observing and utilizing new information elements to the desired effect.

Abstract

The correct placement of important artifacts and information in interactive three-dimensional (3D) environments is important to ensure that those key artifacts and information are seen and absorbed by the immersed user. This can include training information, advertisements, clues, interaction points, and other information that needs to be conveyed to or manipulated by the user. We propose a novel algorithm for calculating the optimal positioning of such artifacts and information based on a corpus of prior play testers, which are used to determine distance-weighted and radially focused observation densities on surfaces of interactive 3D environments. We have developed a tool called HIIVVE (Highly Interactive Information Value Visualization and Evaluation) which allows for interactive evaluation as well as offline processing of the information value surfaces. A user study involving information placement using the calculated information value surfaces and observation densities shows that higher valued locations do yield improved user observation by as much as 58.3%.
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1 Introduction

The proper location of key artifacts and information in interactive environments is important to increase the likelihood that the user will see this information. Specifically in a very large world, it is imperative to put information in a place where users will be able to find it easily. Usually this is done subjectively by the designer of the world. But this is not always the optimal solution since different users will explore the environment in many different ways. We propose an objective algorithm for calculating the optimal positioning of such artifacts and information.

This work can benefit several fields including education, advertising, art asset generation and level design. For example, if a company is developing a high-budget game and is spending heavily on art assets they want to ensure that all of those expensive assets are viewed by the players. This algorithm will help direct effort into key areas of these 3D interactive environments and reduce unnecessary effort in areas not normally seen. Used in playtesting for prototypes, this work may assist in developing these interactive environments by allowing the developers to correlate their intention with actual play.

In-game advertising is another key application of this technology. As discussed in [Hong 2005], in-game advertising is a growing field which is expected to be very important to the video game industry in the future. However, currently the advertisements are being placed in a subjective manner by the level/scenario designers. This algorithm can be used for placing advertisements where players are more likely to see them, maximizing the impact of advertising and even creating distinction between premium, regular, and budget advertising space.

Using a 3D interactive visualization tool we created, called HIIVVE (Highly Interactive Information Value Visualization and Evalua-
Locations of seen points based on the field-of-view of users interacting in 3D virtual environments taking into account distance, time of gaze, and radial focus drop-off have previously been studied [Chittaro et al. 2006]. However, these evaluations were conducted in 2D and did not take into account full calculations for object and surface occlusion. In general, their work is more focused on user spatial flow as they traversed and interacted in the environment. Our work takes into account time, distance, and radial focus but explores and includes full 3D fidelity, environments of complex geometry, and full object and surface occlusion.

In a study that was conducted to find the optimal navigation technique in a complex 3D environment [Suma et al. 2007], one of the metrics measured was whether the subjects remembered the objects that were in the environment. This evaluation is similar to ours, but the focus was not on the placement of the objects but rather how the navigation technique used affected the user’s memory of objects. The study asked users to navigate the environment using different navigation techniques (real walking, move where pointing, and move where looking) and take a few tests afterwards. The tests asked the users to identify the objects they saw from a list, write down the objects they saw from memory, and also to place the objects from a list onto a map. The Suma et al. study was based on evaluating control modalities and not information placement, but the mental evaluation was similar. In that study it was observed that the various navigational techniques did not aid in remembering objects. If the information value of the surfaces in the environment had been calculated a priori from previous trials, the objects could have been placed in areas that were most visible to the users. In doing so, they could emphasize the differences in object memory based on the navigation techniques themselves knowing that the objects were placed in the areas of the highest probability of observation.

Various metrics for exploring way-finding in an interactive 3D virtual environment, including player movement and orientation, involving field-of-view perception and memory have been studied [Ruddle and Lessels 2006]. Ruddle and Lessels conducted a study in which the users were given the task of finding targets placed in the environment. The field-of-view of the subjects was used to classify the errors made while searching for the targets. They found that most of the missed targets were in the users field-of-view but were just not noticed—even with a wide field-of-view. We have also observed the same phenomenon, supporting that users in 3D interactive environments may not fully observe their surroundings.

Green and Bavelier conducted several studies to measure the effect of videogame playing on visual attention [Green and Bavelier 2003]. They first measured the overall effect of a distracting visual element on a target task. Those that played videogames had more attentional resources even with the distractor in place. However, the key difference in our study was that we did not tell the participants to pay attention to the information and so they chose not to apply their attentional resources to them.

There was also a study very similar to ours that measured information retention from in-game billboards [Chaney et al. 2004]. The authors invited various players to a 15 minute play session of a first-person shooter. After the play session, they were asked to fill out a survey asking which billboards they remember seeing. Most of the players did not remember any of the billboards. However they did find that images and products were easier to remember than brand names. Unlike our study, they were not calculating the information value of surfaces and just placed the billboards in locations they thought players would pass. Their sample population was also limited compared to ours in that it did not have a wide range of demographics. Almost all the participants were experienced players of first-person shooters and there were no female participants.

3 Problem Statement

The major problem that we are trying to overcome answers the following question: How do we know where to place information artifacts in games? The most obvious solution is to let the level/scenario designers subjectively place these artifacts where they think the player might see them. This is not always the best solution however. Since no two players will explore an environment in exactly the same way it is important to place these artifacts objectively, especially if they could be placed more effectively by some proven, repeatable method. For example, if game designers could somehow analyze the data from various play testers to see where they explored the most, it would make it apparent where the easiest to find locations for interaction points would be. However, the game designer may not always want to put the artifacts in the easiest to find locations. They might also want to put it somewhere in the median value areas that are neither the easiest nor the hardest to find.

Our approach provides an objective solution to this problem. Given the time-varying playtest data from various users, the algorithm will
provide the designer with a list of all of the surfaces in the environment in order of information value. So, if they wanted to place the artifact on or near the highest information value surfaces they can look at the top of the list, for a median value location they can look in the middle of the list, and so forth.

This work seeks to prove the following hypothesis:

Using prior observation under a specific context to determine surface observation densities and derived information values of all game surfaces, this data can be used to guide the placement of new information artifacts in accordance with desired observation results under the same context.

4 Discovering the Value of Information

The value of information refers to the likelihood that the user will observe a piece of information that is placed on a particular surface. Discovering the value of information requires that we have interaction data for the environment in question. The interaction data must include position and orientation of the user over time. We also need data from as many users as possible in order to get a good representation of an average user exploring the environment. The following sections will explain the process in more detail.

4.1 Information from Observation

Using a collection of interaction data for an environment we can calculate the observation density for each and every surface in the environment, as shown in Algorithm 2. This is done by calculating the intersection between the user’s view frustums (the view-extended area of sight in a 3D environment, geometrically shaped like a square-based pyramid) and the surface, and updating the values on the surface where it is intersected. Once we have determined this value we know that the surface with the highest observation density is the optimal surface for information placement in the environment based on the source user population. We also know the exact location on the surface that has the highest observation density by coloring the texture on the surface wherever there is an intersection. Each surface in the environment is assigned a 2D texture of its own, the size of which is determined by a minimal bounding quad around the surface.

We have a few main constants that are defined before the algorithm is executed as shown in Figure 2. The max distance is the distance between the viewpoint of the player and the centroid on the frustum’s base. The half-angle of the frustum (i.e., the frustum angle from the surface-orthogonal center of the pyramid to the outer edge as shown in Figure 2) determines the size of the projection of the frustum onto the surface under evaluation. Note that currently we only use square-based frustums for simplification. These two variables are constant for each execution of the algorithm. In order to find the intersection between the view frustum and the surfaces we project a ray from the viewpoint to every point on the base of the view frustum at a specified interval. When there is an intersection with a ray and a surface, we calculate the texture coordinate at that point and update the value accordingly.

\[ w_i = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{d^2 + r} \]  

Equation 1 shows the method for calculating the observation density for a single intersection point \( i \). Where \( V_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum total value for the point, \( d \) is the distance of the point from the user and \( r \) is the distance from the center of the view frustum projection on the surface to the point on the base where the ray is being projected. Refer to Figure 2 for an image that shows both \( d \) and \( r \) in context.

For each ray, we also take into account occlusion of surfaces. For instance, if a ray is intersecting with multiple surfaces, only the closest intersection point is considered and the rest are discarded.
This automatically takes care of situations where a surface is being occluded by another, either partially or completely.

4.2 Targeted Environments

For this research, we utilize the player traces [Youngblood 2002] collected from the Urban Combat Testbed (UCT) project [Youngblood and Holder 2004; Cook et al. 2007; Youngblood et al. 2006]. The Urban Combat Testbed is a first-person shooter game based on the Quake 3 engine. In Figure 3 you can see a screenshot taken from the Urban Combat Testbed. The primary objective for the player in UCT is to find and defuse an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) placed somewhere in the environment. UCT records the player as they play the scenario and try to find the goal. We have over 400 player traces from a previous study that can be used to calculate the observation density. This provides us with an initial dataset for testing our algorithm.

Although UCT was used in this case, this algorithm is applicable to any 3D first or third-person interactive environment. The only requirement is that it must be able to save the interaction data for the user and it must generate an XML file for the geometry which contains all of the relevant static surfaces in the environment. This XML file can generally be produced from any polyhedron-based 3D environment by the UCT Common Toolset [Cook et al. 2007; Youngblood et al. 2006]. Both of these files are in a well defined format which makes it relatively easy to output them from any game even if not using the UCT Common Toolset. UCT and the UCT Common Toolset will be publicly released on www.urban-combat.net in the Summer of 2007.

4.3 HIIVVE

The Highly Interactive Information Value Visualization and Evaluation tool (HIIVVE) provides an interactive interface for finding information value of surfaces and was built using C++. The graphics rendering is done using OpenGL and the user interface is created in FLTK (Fast Light ToolKit—www.fltk.org). A screenshot of HIIVVE is shown in Figure 4. The user can adjust the max distance and the half-angle of the view frustums with a slider bar. The sorted surfaces list-box provides a list of all of the surfaces in order of information value once the Calculate button has been pressed. Rendering the lighting, XYZ axes, and the view frustums can be toggled with buttons. Due to the libraries used by the tool it is cross-platform and can run on Mac OS X, Linux, and Windows. We plan to also make this tool publicly available in the Summer of 2007 at playground.uncc.edu/GameIntelligenceGroup/CGUL.

4.4 Methodology

The algorithm for calculating the intersection with one frustum is shown in Algorithm 1. The information value for a surface is found by calculating the sum of all observation densities for the entire surface. The observation density metric is determined by calculating the intersection of a view frustum and the surface polygon. A ray is projected from the eye point to each point on the base of the frustum projection on the surface. We then check to see if any polygons are intersecting that ray. We only update the closest intersection point to the player’s viewpoint to cull all occluded surface intersections.

This algorithm has an efficiency of $O(n \cdot m)$ where $n$ is the number of viewpoints and $m$ is the number of surfaces. It can take a long time to run the algorithm. Figure 5 shows a graph of the runtimes for the algorithm with a varying number of surfaces. The number of surfaces was a constant 258 since we used the same map.

![Figure 3: Urban Combat Testbed.](image)

![Figure 4: HIIVVE tool interaction interface with player trace loaded and surface information value densities illustrated.](image)

![Figure 5: Running time for the algorithm with varying number of viewpoints](image)
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1. Experimentation and Results

In order to verify our algorithm, we conducted a study using one of the scenarios from the Urban Combat Testbed (Level 1 Scenario 3). We selected three posters to place in the UCT environment and conducted an IRB approved human trial study to test whether the users observed the posters in the environment.

We ran the value of information algorithm on the scenario to determine the total observation density on all of the surfaces based on 32 previously recorded player traces for that scenario. When doing the calculation of information value, the view frustum distance was set to 175, the half-angle of the frustum was set to 0.085 radians, and $V_{max}$ was set to 100,000. We then determined the surfaces in the low, low quarter, median, high quarter, and high range for information value. Five UCT scenarios were then created, each with the same three posters placed on the appropriate surfaces corre-

As seen in Algorithm 2, we are processing each player’s viewpoints as a view frustum and calculating the intersection with each of the surfaces. We are also storing an updated flag for each point on the surface’s texture to make sure that we don’t update the same texture point more than once per frustum.

Algorithm 1 Compute information value based on a single frustum

| Find baseSize of frustum base using the frustumAngle |
| Find the centroid of the base |
| Find the topLeft corner point of the base |
| for $i = 0$ to baseSize do |
| for $j = 0$ to baseSize do |
| Find basePoint using $i$ and $j$ to iterate from the topLeft corner of the base |
| Reset bestPoint to NULL |
| Calculate ray from eyePoint to basePoint |
| for all surfaces in the environment do |
| Calculate intersectionPoint on surface by the ray |
| if intersectionPoint is closer than the bestPoint then |
| if intersectionPoint has not yet been updated then |
| bestPoint = intersectionPoint |
| end if |
| end if |
| end for |
| if intersection found then |
| $d = \text{distance of bestPoint from eyePoint}$ |
| $r = \text{distance between centroid of base and basePoint}$ |
| value = $(V_{max} / (d^2 \cdot r))$ |
| bestPoint.textureValue += value |
| end if |
| end for |
| end for |

Algorithm 2 Compute information value based on all frustums

| for all players do |
| for all viewpoints in the player’s path do |
| Clear the update status of all surfaces |
| Calculate information value based on this viewpoint |
| end for |
| end for |
| Clear intersected surface list |
| for all surfaces in environment do |
| Insert the surface into intersected surface list |
| end for |
| Sort the intersected surface list by total information value |

Figure 6: Location of information elements placed within the UCT test environment based upon previous player traces and calculated surface information value.

responding to these information value ranges. Figure 6 shows the placement of the three posters for each of the five scenarios. Users of varying experience with first person shooters were asked to play one of the five scenarios at random. They were told that they must find and defuse the IED and that they have a time limit of five minutes. Once they finished the scenario, they were given a short post-test. The post-test with nine poster options asked them to circle the posters they remember seeing in the environment, or if they did not see any they could circle “NONE”. A screenshot of some of the posters in the UCT environment is shown in Figure 7. Note that users were not instructed to look for specific information elements in the environments—their focused task was to defuse the IED.

The number of posters that were physically seen by the users in each of the five scenarios is shown in Figure 8. This was measured by loading the recorded player traces of the participants and determining if the posters were ever within their view frustum. If we look at the number of posters that were visible to the participants based on their recorded player trace, we can see a pattern based on the scenario played. For instance, the players that played in the high value scenario always saw at least two of the posters, and the players in the lower-quarter value scenario saw almost none of the posters. In the median value scenario, there was an even distribution between the number of posters seen. However, there is an uneven distribution for the low value scenario because of the current low sample size1, which is eight participants per scenario for a total of 40 participants. According to the current study results, 75.0% of the information was seen in the high value scenario with a standard deviation of 15.4%. In the high-quarter scenario, 37.5% of the information was viewed with a standard deviation of 21.3%. The median scenario also had 37.5% of the information viewed and the standard deviation was 33.0%. The low-quarter scenario had the lowest amount of information viewed at 16.67%, with a stan-

1This study is still being continued with a target population of 150 or more participants—at least 30 in each scenario.
Figure 7: Wall-mounted posters in the UCT environment. Fruit poster in the foreground and Army poster in the background, both are circled.

Figure 8: Actual Viewed Information from Viewport Examination after Interactive Session.

After they played the scenario we asked each study participant to complete a simple post-test that asked which of the posters they remember seeing. Figure 10 shows how many correct posters the participants said they had seen. We found that a majority of the participants did not remember seeing the posters. However, when we analyzed their player trace it was apparent that they did see at least a few of the posters. Although we know that a majority of the participants in the high value scenario definitely saw at least two of the posters, some of them said they didn’t remember seeing any of them. The two posters in this case were placed right in the path to the goal so they could not be missed. This is a psychological aspect that we did not anticipate but had been previously noted in similar work [Ruddle and Lessels 2006; Chaney et al. 2004]. For the reported views, 25.0% of the information was reported as seen in the high and median scenarios with a standard deviation of 5.8%. For both the high-quarter and low scenarios, 12.5% of the information was reported as seen with a standard deviation of 4.4%. The players reported seeing 0% of the information in the low-quarter scenario.

Figure 9: Subject #32 outlier player trace with the poster locations circled.

If we look at the number of posters that were physically seen compared to how many they remembered, it is clear that the players are not paying attention to the posters when they play the scenario. The curve in Figure 8 clearly shows that the algorithm was indeed effective in placing the objects within the path of these new players. The largest improvement can be seen between the high value and low quarter value surfaces which yield a 58.3% improvement in user observation.

Figure 10: Self-reported Information Assimilation after Interactive Session.

There were several factors that we had not considered when designing the study. The experienced gamers finished the scenario very quickly and so they did not see most of the posters on the scenario. They were also accustomed to ignoring in-game advertising or other irrelevant information and were focused on finding the
IED—context really does appear to be key in affecting observation. Also, the nature of the task given to them (defusing an explosive device) gives a natural sense of urgency that causes them to finish as quickly as possible.

6 Conclusions

The results from Figure 8 supports our hypothesis, because it clearly shows that the surfaces that had the highest information value were seen by the users most often. We also discovered that non-essential information artifacts seemingly are ignored or just not remembered. In order for the users to retain the information they see in these posters, we would probably need to make them more relevant to the game. More work needs to be done on designing in-game advertisements in order for them to be effective. However, the results are promising and despite the low rate of information retention it is clear that the players are at least exposed to the high information value surfaces in the environment.

This work is currently biased by the relatively small sample population (eight for each scenario), but this study is still ongoing. These preliminary results clearly and strongly support our hypothesis that by using prior observation under a specific context to determine surface observation densities and derived information values of all game surfaces, this data can be used to guide the placement of new information artifacts in accordance with desired observation results under the same context.

7 Future Work

We have found several aspects of the HIIVVE tool and the study that can be improved in the future. We would like to explore ways in which, under the same constraints, we can get the players to notice the information they are seeing. If we used posters that stand out more from the environment, the players may have been able to identify them more easily. For instance, the U.S. Army poster might be blending a little too well with the overall theme of the game and gets overlooked. Also, if we placed the goal in a harder to reach place within the environment it would force the players to explore the environment more and therefore increase the chances of seeing the posters. Additional work will also be focused on developing subjective measures and qualitative guidelines to make sure that information is not placed in a location that is bothersome for the player or seems out of place. It would also be interesting to evaluate subconscious observation of the poster content/message that maybe the participants do actually remember some aspect of the poster but not the poster itself.

The use of an eye tracking system to evaluate true focus within the view frustum instead of choosing the centroid would also be an interesting approach to investigate. Gaze-center would replace the centroid in calculations and would lead to a better observation model. In this manner, all aspects of player perspective would be taken into account. We plan to conduct such studies involving eye-tracking equipment within the next few months.

In general, we would also like to run HIIVVE on more and varied initial player traces to find more detailed information value data. Currently the algorithm is not fast enough to calculate the information value for an extremely large amount of player traces in a reasonable amount of time. However, the results are promising and despite the low rate of information retention it is clear that the players are at least exposed to the high information value surfaces in the environment.

We hope to run many more player traces in parallel on a computing cluster and then combine the results.
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